Stationary I(0) models employed in yield curve analysis typically imply an unrealistically low degree of volatility in long-run, short-rate expectations due to fast mean reversion. In this article, we propose a novel multivariate affine term structure model with a two-fold source of persistence in the yield curve: long memory and short memory. Our model, based on an I(d) specification, nests the I(0) and I(1) models as special cases and the I(0) model is decisively rejected by the data. Our model estimates imply both mean reversion in yields and quite volatile long-distance, short-rate expectations, due to the higher persistence imparted by the long-memory component. Our implied term premium estimates differ from those of the I(0) model during some relevant periods by more than 3 percentage points and exhibit a realistic counter-cyclical pattern. (JEL Classification: C3, E4, G1.)
factors: a Vector Auto-Regressive Fractionally Integrated Moving Average (VARFIMA) process that generalizes standard stationary and nonstationary processes and which can accommodate two alternative kinds of persistence, long memory and short memory.
Our proposed model provides several economic and methodological advantages with respect to previous studies. Economically, our long-memory model has the potential to generate more volatile and realistic long-horizon expectations of the short-rate without implying explosive dynamics for the short rate. As was originally shown by Shiller (1979) , purely stationary I(0) models imply unrealistically flat distant expectations of the short-rate because of the fast mean reversion. 1 This is a very unfortunate feature of these models as it implies that changes in distant forward rates are mechanically attributed to term premium changes, even when there is evidence that distant expectations of the short-rate can be instrumental for these changes. In this sense, our model can derive a more realistic measure of the term premium, a variable of extraordinary importance for policy makers (see Bernanke 2006) .
On the methodological front, our model allows for a rich two-fold persistence structure (long-and short-memory) characterizing term structure factors and is able to impart a very high persistence to term structure dynamics. Moreover, our model nests I(0) and I(1) term structure models, is more flexible than standard approaches based on integer degrees of differentiation, endogenously estimates the orders of integration of the factors and identifies the term premium. In this way, we do not have to choose the orders of integration of the term structure factors-and yields themselves-ex ante.
We embed our VARFIMA model in a standard affine term structure model (ATSM) and perform a battery of comparisons with respect to a simple I(0) VAR structure. We estimate a monthly model with the first three principal components of the yield curve and show that the volatility of 10-year short-rate expectations is around 100% higher in the VARFIMA term structure model. This wedge brings important differences in term premium identification, sometimes involving more than 3 percentage points. We show that this result is robust to the estimation of the first five principal components.
Two recent papers relating term structure models with fractional integration are Golinski and Zaffaroni (2014) and Gil-Alana and Moreno (2012) . The first paper estimates a multivariate fractionally integrated process with the method suggested in Chan and Palma (1998) , and proposes a state space long-memory model to separately identify the real rate and expected inflation components in the term structure. They characterize in a closed-form the dynamic and the cross-sectional implications of the model, also providing a theoretical basis for the long-memory in the term structure of the interest rates. The second one explores the consequences of univariate long memory in the short-rate to uncover the relation between the term premium and macrodynamics. The present article is more general than Gil-Alana and Moreno (2012) as it shows a novel methodology to estimate multivariate fractionally integrated models of the term structure. As extensively shown in the term structure literature, dynamic multivariate relations among factors are key to characterize yield curve dynamics. Our methodology can flexibly accommodate any macroeconomic, financial, or international factors, as in Diez de los Rios (2011) and Abbritti et al. (2013) .
Moreover, it can be used to estimate unrestricted linear term structure models, as those estimated in Duffee (2011b) .
As recently shown by Bauer, Rudebusch, and Wu (2012) , implied persistence in estimated short-memory-only models can exhibit severe downward biases due to small-sample problems, thus justifying bias-correction adjustment. While both fractional integration and bias-correction in I(0) models impinge more persistence to term structure dynamics than estimated I(0) models, these two approaches are conceptually very different. Bias-correction addresses a well-known statistical problem, the downward bias in estimated persistence, whereas fractional integration is a statistical approach that can be economically motivated on aggregation grounds. For instance, the aggregation of inflation sub-indexes can give rise to a fractionally integrated inflation rate, as shown in Altissimo, Mojon, and Zaffaroni (2009) . 2 Since interest rates are intimately related to the inflation rate, they can also exhibit long memory, as we show in the article. We compare both empirical approaches and show that while fractional integration delivers more persistence than the I(0)-bias corrected model, bias correction closes an important part of the persistence gap between the I(0) and the fractionally integrated model. Moreover, we show that the fractional approach delivers more similar degrees of persistence across subsamples than both the I(0) and the bias-corrected I(0), thus providing an overall more stable term premium identification.
In a related article, Jardet, Monfort, and Pegoraro (2013) apply the "averaging estimators" technique devised by Hansen (2007) to identify the term premium. This method, based on local-to-unity asymptotics, involves performing weighted averages of an I(0) VAR and a cointegrated I(1) model based on the prediction performance of each model. Therefore, this approach is also based on the I(0)/I(1) dichotomy, not taking into account fractional alternatives. Interestingly, and despite the clear methodological differences, our estimated term premium displays quite similar counter-cyclical dynamics to the ones derived by Jardet, Monfort, and Pegoraro (2013) and Bauer, Rudebusch, and Wu (2014) .
In the literature there also exist alternative routes to handle the issue of persistence in the interest rates. Joyce, Lidholdt, and Sorensen (2010) , for instance, model nominal and real interest rates separately, and thus expected inflation is treated as a residual in the regression model. Kim and Orphanides (2012) employ survey forecasts of a short-term interest rate as an additional input in the estimation of the term structure model. They discuss extensively the use of surveys of yield forecasts to reduce sampling uncertainty and lessen the bias in the estimates of the persistence parameters. Chernov and Mueller (2012) combine nominal yields, surveys of inflation forecasts, and data from inflationindexed bonds. Other authors have used regime switching for interest rates models, including among others Bansal and Zhou (2002) , Monfort and Pegoraro (2007) , and Dai, Singleton, and Yang (2007) . In recent papers, Bikbov and Chernov (2013) and Baele et al. (2015) propose regime-switching models that rely on inflation, output and the short interest rate. They impose assumptions in the model that allow the private sector (inflation and output dynamics) to be separated from monetary policy (short interest rate). All these papers differ methodologically from our work in the sense that we model persistence by means of a parametric model using long-range dependence. Nevertheless, authors such 2 Aggregation was originally found to be a source of fractional integration by Robinson (1978) , Granger (1980) , and also by Parke (1999) in terms of the duration of shocks.
as Diebold and Inoue (2001) and Ohanissian, Russell, and Tsay (2008) showed that fractional integration and regime switching are related concepts and sometimes are difficult to distinguish. The article proceeds as follows. In Section 1, we illustrate some of the implications of stationary I(0) dynamics for factors in the context of an ATSM. In Section 2, we derive our term structure model with factors displaying short-and long-memory persistence. Section 3 discusses our data and estimation strategy. Section 4 shows the empirical results, emphasizing the relevant differences between our fractionally integrated model and the I(0) counterpart. Section 5 concludes.
A Stationary ATSM
In the term structure literature, factors determining yield curve dynamics are typically assumed to be stationary I(0) (see Ang and Piazzesi 2003; Gü rkaynak, Sack, and Swanson 2005; and Bekaert, Cho, and Moreno 2010, among others) . 3 In fact, researchers routinely reject models with unit roots for interest rates because they may imply negative interest rates and explosive interest rate dynamics. To understand the influence of factor dynamics on the entire term structure of interest rates, we consider a discrete-time, no-arbitrage, ATSM of the sort employed by Cochrane and Piazzesi (2008) .
ATSMs typically display stationary dynamics through the q Â 1 state process vector (Y t ). This vector can have an I(0) VAR(1) physical representation with constant variance without loss of generality (a companion matrix form can nest higher VAR orders) 4 :
Let p ðnÞ t represent the price at time t of an n-period zero-coupon bond, and let i ðnÞ t ¼ Àlog p ðnÞ t =n denote its yield. If m tþ1 denotes the one-period nominal pricing kernel, bond prices can be recursively expressed as:
Under conditional log-normality in the pricing kernel (m tþ1 ), we have that:
(3)
the set of prices of risk, is an affine function of the vector of state variables. In turn, k 0 and k 1 are a q Â 1 vector and a q Â q matrix, respectively. The short-rate process can be expressed as:
where d 0 is a scalar and d 1 is a q Â 1 vector. Bond prices are then found as in Ang and Piazzesi (2003) , Ang, Piazzesi, and Wei (2006) , and Wright (2011) :
where A n is a scalar and B n is a q Â 1 vector, satisfying the recursive equations:
with A 1 ¼ Àd 0 ; B 1 ¼ Àd 1 . As a result, this model characterizes the entire yield curve as:
where a n ¼ À An n and b n ¼ À Bn n . This affine bond pricing model also has a risk-neutral representation. In this instance, the state vector follows an alternative law of motion:
where l Ã ¼ l À Nk 0 and X Ã ¼ X À Nk 1 . In this context, the term structure literature has introduced the possibility that some factors are unspanned. These are factors that are not needed to explain the contemporaneous cross-section of bond yields, but they do affect the future expectations of bond yields. In other words, if we partition Y t into two vectors q 1 Â1 and q 2 Â 1, respectively, the last q 2 elements of d 1 are zero and the upper q 1 Â q 2 block of X Ã is zero too. This concept is very useful because some factors may not be priced in the cross-section yet may be very informative about future expectations of bond yields. As the discussions in Cochrane and Piazzesi (2008) , Jardet, Monfort, and Pegoraro (2013), and Gil-Alana and Moreno (2012) illustrate, the stationarity I(0) assumption for the factors is not innocuous at all and carries controversial implications for the characterization of term structure dynamics. In particular, one discomforting feature of the stationary I(0) model is its relatively rapid mean reversion toward the interest rate mean in forecasting exercises. As a result, long-term expectations of the short rate-needed to compute both the risk-neutral rate and the implied term premium-tend to display too little volatility.
To make this point transparent, in Figure 1 we plot the expectations of the short rate (3-month T-Bill rate) 10 years out implied by an estimated I(0) model and compare it with the 1-month ahead expectations. Following Wright (2011), we first estimate both the VAR(1) process for the factors and the short-rate process, while in a second step we minimize the square difference between actual and model-implied yields to identify the prices of risk (see also Section 3). We assume that the vector of factors or state variables Y t consists of the first three principal components of the yield curve, in line with the recent literature (see, for instance, Bauer, Rudebusch, and Wu 2012 and Duffee 2011b). Thus,
t ; PC ð3Þ t 0 . As it is well known, the first three principal components represent the level, slope and curvature of the yield curve, respectively. In the second step, we employed the monthly 3-and 6-month T-Bill rates, downloaded from the FRED database, and the monthly zero-coupon bond (1-to 10-year) rates retrieved from the updated Gü rkaynak, Sack, and Wright (2007) Associated standard errors appear in parentheses. The first and second sets of estimates correspond to the coefficient estimates of the state process for factors (first three principal components of yields), a VAR (1): shows the term structure model parameter estimates. While the three highest eigenvalues of X are below one (0.9951, 0.9526, and 0.9127), these are very close to one and the table shows that the diagonal entries of X are very close to one, especially for the first principal component. The short-rate responses to the level and curvature are positive, whereas the response to the slope is negative. Figure 1 shows that the 1-month-ahead expectations of the 3-month rate are much more volatile than the 10-year-ahead short-rate expectations. It compares the expectations of the I(0) model with those of an I(1) model, where the first principal component is a pure unit root, while the other two factors are stationary and co-move within a VAR(1) structure. In the I(0) model, the 10-year-ahead expectations clearly diverge from the 1-month-ahead expectations, as they are quite close to the historical average of the short-rate. In contrast, in the I(1) model, the 10-year forecasts are very similar to the 1-month-ahead counterparts. In Figure 2 , we plot the standard deviation of the short-rate expectations across forecast horizons. In the I(0) model, there is an exponential decay intrinsically related to the rapid mean reversion of short-term forecasts. It is important to note the radical difference between these forecasts and those implied by an I(1) model for the short rates, whose standard deviations are essentially fixed across forecast horizons.
The previous figures clearly show that as the forecasting horizons lengthen, expectations of the I(0) and I(1) models diverge. So then, which one is the correct modeling assumption? One alternative is to formally test for the order of integration of the short rate. Most tests in fact fail to reject the null of a unit root, but they are, however, plagued with small-sample problems and lack of power. 5 Faced with this arbitrary choice, researchers typically feel more comfortable with the mean-reverting nonexplosive I(0) model. As we show in the next section, there is another way out of this cross-road: let the data simultaneously determine the (possibly fractional) order of integration of the term structure factors and simultaneously identify both the short-rate expectations and the term premium.
A Fractionally Integrated ATSM
In this section, we first describe a type of long-memory process, denoted fractional integration and then embed this structure into a standard ATSM (FIATSM). As we show below, an important advantage of our modeling strategy is that we can potentially avoid the lack of variability of long-horizon interest rate expectations while retaining interest rate mean reversion.
Fractional Integration
Fractional integration lets the data decide the order of integration of macrofinance variables. This order can be zero, a fraction between zero and one, one, or even above one. In the fractional integration setting, if a demeaned variable x t has an order of integration d; ðd 2 RÞ, it is denoted as x t $ I(d) and can be expressed as:
with x t ¼ 0; t 0. l t is assumed to be an I(0) process, defined as a covariance stationary process, with a spectral density function that is positive and finite at the zero frequency. Thus, l t can be a stationary ARMA process. We can express ð1 À LÞ d as the following binomial expansion:
The representation of x t in (10) can then be approximated for any real d, as:
which is the infinite auto-regressive representation of the process. Alternatively, the process can also be expressed in terms of an infinite moving average process such that:
5 It is well known that in small samples unit root tests have very low power against alternative such as trend-stationary models (DeJong et al. 1992) , structural breaks (Campbell and Perron 1991) , regime-switching (Nelson, Piger, and Zivot 2001) , or fractional integration (Diebold and Rudebusch 1991; Hassler and Wolters 1994; Lee and Schmidt 1996) .
where a k ¼ Cðk þ dÞ Cðk þ 1ÞCðk þ dÞ ;
and CðxÞ represents the Gamma function. Thus, the impulse responses are also clearly affected by the magnitude of d-with the coefficients decaying to zero hyperbolically slowand the higher the value of d is, the higher the responses will be. While d captures the long-memory component of the series, l t describes the short-run dynamics through its ARMA structure. The literature on fractional models like (10) is now well developed in macroeconomics and finance. Some examples are Diebold and Rudebusch (1989) , Baillie and Bollerslev (1994) , Gil-Alana and Robinson (1997) , and Gil-Alana and Moreno (2009). If d ¼ 0, the series is a covariance stationary process and possesses 'short memory', with the autocorrelations decaying fairly rapidly. If d ¼ 1, the series is a nonstationary I(1) process. But in a fractional framework there are more alternatives available for the order of integration of x t . If d belongs to the interval (0, 0.5), x t is still covariance stationary, but both the autocorrelations and the response of a variable to a shock take much longer to disappear than in the standard (d ¼ 0) stationary case. If d ¼ 0 and l t follows an AR process, the decay in the autocorrelations is exponentially rapid compared with the I(d; d > 0Þ case, where the decay is hyperbolic. If d 2 ½0:5; 1Þ, the series is no longer covariance stationary, but is still mean reverting, with the effect of the shocks dying away in the long run.
In our case, the fractional differencing parameter d plays a crucial role for our understanding of the dynamics of the short-term rate expectations. In particular, an I(0) model for the factors typically implies long-run expectations which are very close to the historical mean, thus making the term premium dynamics very similar to the actual long rate. In contrast, if at least one of the factors follows an I(1) process, then the long-rate expectations of the shortrate mimic the current short-rate. While there may be economic reasons to postulate each one of these two alternatives, this choice is always essentially arbitrary. In this article, we circumvent this problem by estimating the actual integration order of the factors from the data, and thus the implied yield curve dynamics, allowing it to be of a fractional order.
Even though most of the methodologies developed for fractional integration focus on univariate models, multivariate methods have also been developed, and, though they have been much less used than their univariate counterparts, they are extremely useful in our context as will be shown below. Multivariate I(d) models have been mainly developed in the context of fractional cointegration (see, e.g., Robinson and Hualde 2003; Jøhansen 2008; and Jøhansen and Ørregaard 2012) , imposing, in this context, long-run equilibrium relationships among the variables. However, in our work, we do not impose a priori the existence of any long-run equilibrium relationship among the factors, and consider a simple (unrestricted) fractional VAR specification. To our knowledge, this is one of the first papers to introduce a VARFIMA model into a term structure model, as we show in the next subsection.
Affine Structure
We first introduce the process for the state vector and then derive implications for affine bond pricing in an ATSM. As a new contribution to the affine term structure literature, we let the vector of factors follow a q-variate VARFIMA process of form:
where D is a (q Â q) diagonal matrix of form:
and d 1 , . . . , d q are the (potentially) fractional orders of integration of the factors. f t is a (q Â 1) stationary I(0) vector of errors. We can further assume that f t follows a stationary VAR(1) process, such as:
where g t $ Nð0; IÞ. 6 Notice that we can rewrite our model for the factors as:
Applying the fractional integration filter in D in both sides of the equation, we can rewrite the system as an infinite sum of lags of the Y t vector:
where, importantly, the coefficient matrices ! i depend on the vector of long-memory (d) and short-memory (X) parameters. As a result, our model for the factors combines both long-and short-memory dynamics and nests the purely I(0) and I(1) models as special cases of interest with d j ¼0 and 1, respectively, for j ¼ 1; . . . ; q. If we truncate the sequence of coefficient matrices ! i at i ¼ k, we can express the factor dynamics in companion form as:
t ; 0 1ÂqðkÀ1Þ 0 Þ, and the qk Â 1l vector and the qk Â qk C matrix are, respectively: 
R is also a qk Â qk matrix with zeros everywhere except in the upper-left q Â q block, which is equal to H. Notice that the persistence implied by the VARFIMA model is dependent on the truncation lag, as seen in the definition of the matrix C. Alternative values of k can give rise to different degrees of persistence in the model dynamics and, as a result, the choice of k is a nontrivial decision. In our empirical exercise, as the benchmark parameterization, we choose a truncation parameter k that corresponds to 5 years (12 Â 5 ¼ 60 lags). According to our results, this parameterization captures the persistence of the model quite well. However, for robustness, we check the implied persistence for alternative values of k, and we report results for k corresponding to 25 years (12 Â 25 ¼ 300 lags) in subsection 4.2.
The implied equations for the short rate, bond prices, and yield curve dynamics are analogous to those of the I(0) ATSM (Equations (4)-(8)), with Y t instead of Y t . Additionally, d 1 and B n are qk Â 1 vectors, whereas k 0 is now a qk Â 1 vector and k 1 is a qk Â qk matrix. In contrast to the I(0) ATSM, A n and B n depend on both the short-and long-memory parameters embedded in C. Analogously to the I(0) ATSM, we can postulate unspanned factors that do not affect the cross-section of bond yields contemporaneously but influence their future forecasts. Below we show such an implementation in our FIATSM application.
Data and Estimation Strategy
In this section, we discuss the data employed in our empirical applications as well as our econometric strategy. In our empirical application, we use the first three principal components of yields as factors within a monthly frequency. We employ end-of-month 3-and 6-month T-Bill rates, downloaded from the FRED database, and the 1-to 10-year zerocoupon rates, from the updated database elaborated by Gü rkaynak, Sack, and Wright (2007) , to fit yield curve dynamics. The data spans the period between August 1971 and August 2011.
The vector of prices of risk is defined as
To avoid parameter proliferation, the time invariant part of prices of risk is restricted to the first q elements: where q ¼ 3 in our model with the first three principal components. Furthermore, prices of risk sensitivities are restricted to contemporaneous components, that is, the k 1 matrix becomes:
Our two-step estimation approach is similar to that employed by Wright (2011) . Key to our strategy is the first-step estimation of the VARFIMA model outlined in the previous section. The elements in C, containing the long-memory parameters in D and the short-memory ones in X, and R are estimated following the maximization of a frequency domain version of the Whittle function, which is an approximation of the likelihood function, as outlined in the Appendix. 7
7 Multivariate models with fractional integration are not widespread in the literature. Golinski and Zaffaroni (2014) estimate a multivariate fractional integration model in the time domain via maximum likelihood and Kalman filter recursions. Jøhansen (2008) and Jøhansen and Ørregaard (2012) use time domain approach to estimate co-fractional processes. Unfortunately, the later framework refers to the case of fractional cointegration, which imposes a particular long-run equilibrium relationship among the variables. In this article, we adapt a frequency domain alternative for the estimation. We use the Whittle function in the frequency domain that allows estimating both the longmemory parameters-different for different variables-and short-memory parameters at the same time. The main advantage of this method is its relative simplicity and low time consumption.
The remaining parameters, the prices of risk, are estimated in a second step by minimizing the sum of squared differences between actual and fitted yields, that is:
whereĩ t ðnÞ ¼ a n þ b 0 n Y t are the model implied yields, and where Y t is truncated at lag k ¼ 60 in our model with monthly principal components (5 years). Alternative higher values of k yielded almost identical subsequent results. Having estimated the model parameters, short-term expectations and term premiums at various horizons can be easily computed.
As explained by Ludvigson and Ng (2009) , Duffee (2011a), Wright (2011), and Joslin, Priebsch, and Singleton (2014) , among others, the yield curve can be spanned by a subset of variables, while the remaining variables in the state-space can be considered as unspanned. As mentioned above, the FIATSM model-unlike the I(0) ATSM-includes all lags of the factors as state variables, by construction. In our application, with principal components, we postulate that the yield curve is spanned by the contemporaneous principal components. Thus, all lags of principal components are unspanned factors: they help forecasting future yields, but do not affect the cross-section of the term structure. In this way, we are consistent with the construction of the principal components, where only contemporaneous yields are used.
Empirical Results
We first present results for the FIATSM model with the monthly yield principal components as factors and compare them with those obtained in the I(0) exercise. We then compare the persistence implied by the FIATSM and that in the I(0) ATSM with and without bias-correction, for the full sample and for alternative subsamples. Table 2 shows the estimates of our FIATSM with the monthly first three principal components for the full sample. The orders of integration of the first two factors (level and slope of the yield curve) are very close to one from below, 0.97 and 0.90, respectively, and statistically indistinguishable from one. The curvature's order of integration is 0.56 and statistically different from one and zero. Thus, while the factors exhibit significant long memory, the implied process for the term structure of interest rate is mean reverting. The three highest eigenvalues are 0.9995, 0.9981, and 0.9888, uniformly higher than in the I(0) case. Interestingly, the I(0) model for factors is clearly rejected in the data. Because the longmemory part exhibits great persistence, the short-memory component of the FIATSM displays less persistence than its I(0) ATSM counterpart. As a result, much of the persistence previously shown by the I(0) model is actually due to the long-memory component and our flexible FIATSM captures this fact. While we do not analyze here the economic sources of long memory in the term structure of interest rates, this can be due to the combination of nominal and real factors-captured by both inflation and real rates-throughout the yield curve, as shown by Ang, Bekaert, and Wei (2008) .
Model with Principal Components of the Yield Curve
The model fits the yield curve very well with a low root-mean-square fitting error of 7.997 annualized basis points (very similar to the I(0) ATSM, which is 7.967 basis points).
Indeed, predicted yields track actual yields very closely across the whole term structure of interest rates. This is a well-known common finding in the ATSM literature, which our model shares with its I(0) counterparts. Figure 3 compares the implied intercepts and factor loadings of our FIATSM with those implied by the I(0) ATSM. The mean term structure is upward sloping and loads positively on the level factor with a small hump shape. The short end of the yield curve loads negatively on the slope whereas the long end loads positively. Finally, short and long ends of the yield curve load positively on the curvature, while yields of intermediate maturity load negatively. Given the similarity of the estimated coefficients, a first conclusion emerges: both the I(0) and fractionally integrated models fit equally well the cross-section of yields. So where are the differences? Figure 4 performs an analogous exercise to Figure 1 , but now with our FIATSM. It compares the one-quarter-ahead and 10-year-ahead expectations of the short rate. Unlike the I(0) model, the FIATSM set of expectations are not too different and this is due to the persistence implied by the FIATSM, which incorporates long-memory to yield dynamics. To emphasize this important point, Figure 5 compares the standard deviations of the short-rate expectations across forecast horizons. It shows that short-rate expectations are clearly more volatile in the FIATSM across forecast horizons-especially at longer ones-thus implying expectations that are much closer to actual rates than those implied by the I(0) ATSM. Figure 6 plots the implied 5-year-ahead-5-year term premium for both the I(0) ATSM and the FIATSM. This is computed as the difference between the model-implied 5-to 10year forward rate and the average expected 3-month interest rate from 5 to 10 years hence. While both term premiums are positively correlated, there are some significant departures across term premiums in relevant periods of time. For instance, in the late 70s and early 80s, the term premium implied by the FIATSM becomes negative and sometimes 3 percentage points below its I(0) counterpart. Also, during the recent credit crisis, the FIATSM term premium is around two percentage points above the I(0). Importantly, the FIATSM produces a term premium significantly more volatile than the I(0) model. Some authors have advocated the use of the first five principal components to fully capture all information in excess bond returns (Cochrane and Piazzesi 2005; Adrian, Crump, and Moench 2013) . We have also estimated the model with both the first four and five principal components of the yield curve. For instance, in the model with five principal components, the estimated orders of integration for the factors are: 0.9839, 0.9214, 0.6149, 0.5301, and 0.4215. The results of these alternative models in terms of short-rate expectations and term premium identification are very similar to the ones shown here under three principal components. All results are available upon request from the authors.
Relation with Bias-Correction in I(0) Models
In recent papers, Wu (2012, 2014) have shown that bias-correcting in an I(0) ATSM setting also imparts more persistence to fitted term structure dynamics and implies more realistic and counter-cyclical term premiums. In this subsection, we explore the relation between our fractional integration approach and bias correction in an I(0) framework for our original sample and additional subsamples. 
t 0 . The maturity of the yield is measured in months and shown in the x-axis.
First we discuss the effect of lag-truncation on the implied persistence of the VARFIMA model. Table 3 compares the maximum eigenvalues implied by two different truncations: 60 and 300 lags in the model with principal components (5 and 25 years, respectively). As explained in Section 2, the persistence implied by the VARFIMA model is dependent on the truncation lag. Accordingly, the table shows the maximum eigenvalues of the VARFIMA implied by the two truncation lags. For the full sample, the maximum eigenvalues are similar across truncations and models, and thus the implied term structure dynamics also are. We also perform the analysis for six subsamples starting at different times (1st month of 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, and 1990 ) and ending all in August of 2011. Table 3 shows some differences in the first eigenvalue across truncation values. As a result, the decision on the truncation lag for these subsamples is a nontrivial one and has important implications on term structure persistence and term premium identification. In practice, whenever the discrepancy is large, researchers should go with the highest lag length to capture all the persistence present in the data. Table 3 also shows the maximum eigenvalues implied by the I(0) VAR model, with and without bias-correction. To estimate the bias-corrected I(0) VAR, we perform the following bootstrap exercise. We construct 1000 synthetic samples bootstraping from the original error terms of the I(0) model. We then re-estimate the model 1000 times, yielding 1000 sets of parameter estimates. Given the mean of this set, we correct the original estimates and compute the maximum eigenvalue of the system. Comparing across specifications, Table 3 shows that there is a consistent downward bias in the implied persistence of the originally estimated I(0) model. Indeed, in the full sample, the maximum eigenvalue of the I(0)-bias corrected VAR practically converges toward that of the fractionally integrated model. A closer look at the subsample results shows that the VARFIMA with the highest number of lags consistently implies a very high degree of persistence across truncation lags, significantly higher than the I(0) VAR, whereas the I(0)bias corrected VAR often closes a large part of this gap. With the exception of the subsample starting in 1987, this bias correction never reaches the level of persistence of the VARFIMAs with the highest number of lags.
Overall, the VARFIMA implies a higher degree of term structure persistence than the I(0) model. Even under bias-correction, the VARFIMA displays slightly higher persistence. This is surely due to its parametric structure which can accommodate richer dynamics. While this comes at a higher computational cost, the VARFIMA exhibits higher stability in the term premium identification than its counterparts, as it delivers a very stable degree of persistence across the samples. This can be an important point for policy makers because they are likely to use alternative sample periods when identifying the key term premium variable in the context of parametric models. 
Conclusions and Extensions
In a well-known speech, Bernanke (2006) warned economic analysts that the monetary policy implications of a change in long-term yields crucially depend on its source. An increase Figure 6 . Term premiums. This figure plots the implied 5-year, 5-year ahead forward term premiums implied by the I(0) ATSM (in thin line) and the FIATSM (in thick line) models with principal components of yields as factors. The term premium is computed as the difference between the model-implied 5-to 10-year forward rate and the average expected 3-month interest rate from 5 to 10 years hence. Recession periods appear in shaded areas. in the long rates due to higher expected short rates would have very different implications for policy than if it is due to a higher term premium. In short, when a long-rate hike follows an increase in the term premium, the situation calls for a monetary policy expansion; whereas, the opposite is true if it follows an increase in expected future short rates. While both expected future short rates and the term premium are unobservable, their dynamics can be extracted from a well-defined term structure model. In this article, we have proposed an affine model based on a dynamic multivariate model that incorporates both long-and short-memory components. Our model estimates imply that term structure persistence is well characterized by such combination, with long memory providing a great deal of volatility to the expectations of the short rate, even in a context of mean reversion. Interestingly, the persistence implied by our fractionally integrated multivariate model with high lags is very stable across subsamples, which is key for stability of term premium identification.
The methodology presented in this article is quite general and can be applied in several directions. First, we can include any set of additional relevant macrofinance variables to examine the structural shocks affecting term premium dynamics as well as the effects of term premium shocks on these macrofinance variables. Second, while the application presented here focuses on an ATSM, it can be easily applied to nonaffine models. We can then assess the differences across models and test their relative forecasting ability. Finally, we can extend the analysis to an international setting. While several papers have studied the relation between the home term structure and international factors (see, for instance, Diebold, Li, and Yue 2008) , all these applications suffer from the fastmean-reversion problem in short-rate expectations, associated with the stationary I(0) contexts.
